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Abstract

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is a strongly nonlinear problem involving
the interaction between the governing equations of fluid dynamics and solid
mechanics. The FSI problem can be found in several scientific fields, rang-
ing from civil, aeronautical, and biomedical engineering to geotechnics. FSI
involves multi-physics phenomena and becomes more complex when crack ini-
tialization and fracture (e.g. hydraulic fracturing) are taken into account. The
solid-fluid interfaces of the immersed structure are modified by the coupling of
the fluid dynamics laws with the mechanical laws of the solid involved in the
process. For decades, this problem has been extensively studied and theories
have been developed that can simulate the complexity of this phenomenon.
One of the major difficulties was the introduction of a model that could over-
come the difficulty of classical mechanics due to the increase of a singularity
in partial differential equations and therefore a discontinuity in the presence
of the crack. An innovative approach comes from the use of peridynamics, a
theory of the solid continuous that allows to study of the interaction of the
two phases involved and allows the study of the formation and propagation
of cracks. This manuscript is devoted the study of the preliminary stage of
the erosion of an ablative porous solid by a method based on peridynamics
and the incomprehensible three-dimensional formulation of the Navier-Stokes
equations, using a technique called the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM).
Direct numerical simulations (DNS), based on this methodology, to simulate
the crack of porous material fibers in laminar and stationary regime in a chan-
nel flow; the software was developed and validated by F. Dalla Barba based on
CaNS (Canonical Navier-Stokes) open-source software developed by P. Costa.
The first chapter of this thesis focuses on the analysis of the interaction phe-
nomenon by presenting different approaches that can be used to deepen the
analysis. The methodology for studying the problem is explained in a gen-
eral manner, before focusing on the theory of peridynamics and moving on to
numerical methods used for simulation. In the end, the software used in the
formulations is presented to provide a presentation and analysis of the results
and their conclusions, and possible future developments in the engineering
field. It has been noticed that the fibers of the material break due to the
fluid dynamic forces generated by the fluid phase. Material damage is not an
instantaneous phenomenon, but rather a continuous process that causes the
solid to continuously decay and fracture.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Fluid–structure interaction (FSI) is a class of problems with mutual depen-

dence between fluid and structural mechanics. It is a multi-physical phe-

nomenon, that is, it takes into account different physical phenomena, which

involves the interaction between a flow that causes the deformation of a solid

structure and/or vice versa, in which the laws of fluid dynamics and struc-

tural mechanics are implicated. The flow behavior is influenced by the shape

of the structure and its motion, and the fluid mechanics forces acting on the

structure influence its motion and deformation. Interactions of this type can

affect different physical phenomena in different fields of engineering. In the

field of bio-medical and bio-mechanical engineering, for example, it may be

necessary to study the pumping of blood from the ventricles of the human

heart, accompanied by the opening and closing of heart valves and blood flow

and arterial dynamics in brain aneurysms. In the sphere of mechanical and

civil engineering of relative importance is to study a building in response to

the stresses of the wind. In aerospace, aeronautics and mechanics, the issue

of fluid-structure interaction is evident in the fluttering of aircraft wings, the

flapping of airport winds, the deflection of wind turbine blades, the inflation

of car airbags, or in the dynamics of spacecraft parachutes [1]. The FSI prob-

lem is strongly non-linear and time-dependent due to the coupling between

the governing equations of solid mechanics and flow equations. The challenges

involved in FSI can be categorized into three areas: problem formulation, nu-

merical discretization, and fluid–structure coupling. The problem formulation

takes place at the continuous level, before the discretization. It is important

to remember that the modeling choices made at the continuous level have an

effect on the numerical discretization that are most appropriate for the case

at hand. The domain could be in a state of motion or not. It is necessary to

simultaneously satisfy the sets of equations and boundary conditions associ-

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

ated with the fluid and structure domains. The domains do not overlap and

the two systems are coupled to the fluid-structure interface, which requires a

set of physically significant interface conditions. These coupling conditions are

the compatibility of kinematics and stresses to the fluid-structure interface.

The domain of the structure is usually in motion and its movement follows the

material particles, or points, that constitute the structure. Analytical solution

of this type of problem is very challenging due to the above-mentioned aspects.

Despite this, computational FSI research has made significant progress, par-

ticularly in recent decades, with both core FSI methods that form a general

framework and specific FSI methods that target specific classes of problems.

Various computational methods have been utilized to solve equations govern-

ing fluid dynamics (most commonly the Navier-Stokes equations) and structure

dynamics. The coupling between them has been examined after unfortunate

events such as the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows bridge, vibration of deep

water risers in oil rigs etc. [21]. The major classification of numerical methods

is based on the way in which fluid and solid coupling is introduced, the gen-

eration of grids (whether they change with the fluid/solid domain), and the

discretization process to solve the final algebraic equations [21]. A classification

is based on the numerical approach used, and therefore on the mathematical

framework designed to solve for fluid and solid domains. The FSI problems

can be broadly divided into two approaches: the monolithic approach and the

partitioned approach. In the case of a monolithic approach, unified mathe-

matical governing equations are defined for both fluid and solid, and the entire

domain is solved as one entity. In a different way, the partitioned method

treats the fluid and the structure as two different computational fields, with

the respective governing equations in their domain, mesh and numerical al-

gorithm. Interface conditions are explicitly used to communicate information

between fluid and structural solutions [14][21]. As mentioned above, there

are many classifications for FSI problems. Another example of classification of

FSI solution procedures is based on the treatment of meshes: conforming mesh

methods and non-conforming mesh methods. The nature of the coupling, and

the types of interaction, is exclusively determined by the two systems under

consideration. Of fundamental importance is the knowledge and the forecast

of the instability phenomena that can arise within the system limiting the

range of functionalities of the entire system. In most cases, simulations are

implemented by simplifying the modeling of one of the two mediums or by

using specific coupling procedures to permit fluid computational codes on one

side and solid on the other, to task concurrently. The complexity of the FSI

problem increases when the mechanical fracture of the solid due to the action
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of hydrodynamic forces (hydraulic fracture) [8][6] is taken into account. In

several occasions of practical interest, it is essential not only to predict the

stress conditions under which the structure will undergo failure, but also to

determine its modes of failure and how the level of local damage impacts the

resistance of the entire structure. In the aerospace industry, this class of inves-

tigation is necessary for the prevision of the propagation and initialization of

the crack on the skin, on the spars, or on the ribs of aircraft wings due to the

stress of fatigue caused by aerodynamic forces acting on them. The research of

fracture phenomena is a multi-disciplinary study, in the geotechnical field, for

example, is used for the study of the fracking process, a technique to extract

gas and oil from shale rocks, as well as erosion processes due to the water or

the wind. The complexity of the study of hydraulic fracture is mainly due to

two problems. The first is based on the low reliability of local theories of solid

mechanics in predicting structure behavior when account is taken of crack for-

mation. The latest is due to the generation of new solid-fluid interfaces, from

solid-solid contact regions and the effect of lubrication forces [6]. One of the

major challenges in predicting fracture formation depends on the fact that the

origin of the crack changes the state of deformation and stress of the struc-

ture at the micro-structural level, making elastic linear analysis completely

ineffective to predict failure. Even if the total gross load of a material does

not exceed its ultimate strength, cracks can still propagate catastrophically.

In addition, local continuous theories are not reliable for prediction and crack

propagation. In fact, such theories are based on mathematical models that

use partial differential equations, therefore, in the presence of a crack, singu-

larities arise that are difficult to manage. In addition, as anticipated before,

by the formation of a crack induced by the fluid and solid interaction, new

interfaces arise that evolve over time that must be considered, as well as the

exchange of momentum, mass and energy through them. Archival literature

reports different attempts to numerically address the problem. Among them,

a popular and innovative numerical technique for applications consists in the

usage of phase fields methods [34][4], e.g. the so-called Enriched (Extended)

Finite Element Method (XFEM), coupled with simplified models for the fluid

to account for hydraulic stresses and lubrication forces [6][4]. These meth-

ods are utilized for fracture-related problems, in contrast to the classical finite

element method (FEM), specific functions are utilized at the point where dis-

continuity occurs without re-meshing at each iteration [34][37]. The Distinct

Elements Method (DEM) [12][15][38] has been developed as an alternative to

this approach. These models, in the same manner of the XFEM, are also cou-

pled with models capable of computing the forces and stresses exercised by
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the fluid. Despite their accuracy and reliability for specific applications, most

approaches lack generality and are restricted to very limited cases and poorly

characterized local fluid dynamics. In this thesis, a software based on a nu-

merical method is used to simulate three-dimensional FSI problems with fluids

that induce fractures in the solid, where the physics of the fluid are entirely

resolved. In particular, the goal is to simulate and analyze the fracture of a

porous material in a channel flow, for ablative materials. In this context, we

aim to solve the problem in a framework based on a coupling of the incom-

pressible equations of Navier-Stokes with peridynamics through an immersed

boundary technique. Peridynamics is used to address solid and fracture me-

chanics. The theory of peridynamics consists of a reformulation of a continuum

mechanisms, developed by Silling [26], relying on integral equations. In recent

years, peridynamics has been successful in solving problems related to fluid

flow, solid-fluid interactions, fractures, and erosion. In this model, the solid

is represented by a set of points, material Lagrangians particles that interact

with each other through a short-range potential. The mechanics on which

the model is based, consider intrinsically the deformation of the solid, that is

simply described by directly solving momentum-balance integral equation gov-

erning the dynamics of the particles. The material points mutually interact via

micro-potentials; the latter give rise to mutual internal forces that act over a

finite spatial distance referred to as horizon, �. The main advantage of peridy-

namics is its ability to describe intrinsically and effectively manage the crack

formation and branching. In this framework solid mechanics is formulated

in terms of an integral balance of linear momentum. Indeed, when a frac-

ture is taken into consideration peridynamics removes the instabilities due to

the singularity of the partial differential equations caused by the formation and

propagation of cracks, using integral equations. The methodology described in

this manuscript is based on the so-called bond-based [30] peridynamics model

and uses constitutive relations for linear-elastic solid with brittle mechanical

properties. The immersed boundary method (IBM) is used to establish the

coupling between the solid and liquid phases. By using this technique, fluid

dynamics equations can be solved in a computational structured and fixed grid

that does not conform with the solid-fluid interface. The boundary conditions

of no-slip and no-penetration at the border between solid and fluid, are im-

posed to the fluid using fictitious forces that reproduce the presence of the solid

material. The flow is forced to move at the same velocity as the solid material

near the solid surface and the relative velocity between the two phases is auto-

matically respected by setting to zero the relative velocity between them. The

benefit of this technique is the use of a fixed Eulerian grid does not require-
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ment to be recalculated at every time step during the simulation, reducing

the computational cost. Furthermore, modeling the forcing makes the method

effective and accurate in specifying wall conditions for complex geometries,

which turns these schemes suitable for several cases. In this IBM framework,

the normal probe method [10][36][32] is employed to determine the forces and

tensions generated by the interaction and deformation of the fluid with the

solid surface. The code to simulate the fluid phase is based on the open-source

software CaNS [5], developed by P. Costa, while the solid phase solver was

developed from scratch by F. Dalla Barba in both the bond-based formulation

and in the state-based formulation on peridynamic theory. The use of explicit

techniques is used in all resolution schemes in a parallel computing structure

through Message-Passing Interface (MPI), which is one of the most common

and famous computer communication protocols. The software has been uti-

lized in this specific study case to develop a numerical simulation of the failure

of solid fibers of a porous material immersed in a fluid domain characterized

by a laminar regime with low Reynolds number. The main aim is to study

how these fibers of material behave mechanically over time and consequently

in terms of displacements, stresses and strains with particular regard to the

fracture problem for which the nature of the fracture is being investigated,

or whether it is caused by a peak of forces/stresses that develop as a result

of motion or by fatigue, without the need to reach certain conditions such as

yield strength. In this case, the study is aimed at identifying the behavior

of ablative materials. The study of the phenomenon in fact can be of con-

siderable interest in many spheres not only engineering, in fact it is possible

to simulate scenarios that include damage and fracture in natural or artificial

porous materials such as bone, wood, rock and sandstone.



CHAPTER 2

Methodology

This chapter provides a detailed description of the numerical modeling used

for the simulations, a three-dimensional fluid-structure interaction problem

involving fracturing. A brief overview of peridynamic, immersed boundary

method (IBM), and Navier-Stokes equations are reported.

2.1 Theoretical modeling of solid mechanics

and its numerical method

The aim of this section is to present an overview of the most recent methods

for numerical modeling of solids. In particular, the focus is on modeling the

mechanical fracture and its numerical techniques used for FSI problems.

2.1.1 The continuum mechanics: Local and non-local

theories

Classic continuum mechanics is the most practical theory used to describe

solid mechanics, including linear and more complex elastic behavior such as

non-linear and plastic behavior. In the last decades, different formulations

have been found and can be organized into two different categories: Local and

non-local theories. The local theories are based on the idea that the material

is a continuum, and it is composed of a dense set of idealized-infinitesimal

material particles, each of which is a mass point that only exchanges mass,

momentum, and energy with its closest neighbor particles [25]. Each point has

material characteristics and the inner interaction between two close points is

a contact force that acts through zero distances [29]. The result, in the local

model, is the stress plate at a particular point determined exclusively by the

10
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strain at that point only. This model is based on the mathematical description

of partial differential equations (PDEs) [29][19]. However, we must consider

the fact that in the material coexists forces acting at different length scales,

for example, the long-range forces between non-neighboring particles, which

can have an important role in the macro structural behavior of the material.

Furthermore, the real material is composed of a complex structure that ex-

hibits interactions at the nano-and micro-scales that classical mechanics fails

to observe, particularly the ones that require breaking down the material into

multiple scales. In these terms, the continuum local description is not longer

reliable, the real material structure shows behaviors over different length-scales

making the study of the behavior of the material through classical mechan-

ics not very effective and strongly dependent on the size grid as well as on

the characteristic length-scale [29][25]. Similar considerations can be made

when a discontinuity, such as a crack, occurs. Partial differential equations,

in these terms, present singularly along discontinuities that make the theory

of local treatment very complex. Non-local theories provide a general view

into the continuum solid, and the hypothesis of the continuity at any arbitrary

length-scale can be relaxed. These theories are based on the concept that the

state of the point is influenced not only by the deformation of the point it-

self but also by the points located in a finite volume around the considered

one, introducing a mutual connection between points across a finite region.

During this term, whenever the radius becomes infinitely large the non-local

theory becomes the continuous version of the molecular dynamics model, es-

tablishing the connection between the classical continuum mechanics (local)

and molecular dynamics[19]. One of the most important aspects introduced

by the non-local theory is the capability of studying, not only the effects on

the macro scales but also the results of the microstructure of the material at

molecular and atomic scales. A distinction can be made between integral-type

and gradient-type non-local models [19][29]. The first one, the integral-type

model, is based on a constitutive law that connects the forces at the material

point to some weighted average of the deformation of other points. The second

model, the gradient-type, uses higher-order derivatives to describe the defor-

mation and strain fields in the proximity of the material point. The non-local

theories still assume the media as a continuum, and both divisions introduce

a characteristic length that can be related in the same range of grain size,

pore size, or crack and micro-crack. The theory of non-local is capable not

only of describing macro-scale affects but also the effects of molecular and

atomic scales, a phenomenon that has been found to be extremely challenging

to perform with local theories. Its growth is not only determined by local
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stress or deformation but also depends on the deformation that takes place in

a certain vicinity of the micro-crack. Despite the advantages of non-local the-

ories, they still have certain limitations. Spatial derivatives remain included in

their mathematical formulation, so such models, similar to local theories, break

down in the presence of discontinuity, leading to the problem of singularity, as

in the case of crack.More recently, Silling (2000) [26] proposed a non-local the-

ory that requires no spatial derivatives: peridynamics theory (PD). In short,

the theory of peridynamic is a re-modelling of the equation solid mechanics

motion, replacing spatial derivatives with integral spatial equations, that are

more suited for discontinuities, avoiding the problem of singularities. The ma-

terial damage is taken into account in the constitutive laws of peridynamics.

It permits the modeling of fracture initialization and propagation, without a

special grow crack treatment [19].

2.1.2 Numerical methods for modeling discontinuities

solid media

Cracks, porosity, and imperfections are easily found in materials, and control

most of the physical and mechanical behavior of materials. The micro-crack,

therefore the failure of the material, develops when the release of stress in situ

is concentrated at the tip of discontinuities and micro-cracks happen when

they overcome the body resistance [14]. The need to study, model, and resolve

inhomogeneities has led to the development of several numerical methods for

the study of solid mechanics. In fracture mechanics, numerical methods are di-

vided into discrete, continuum, and hybrid methods [22]. The choice of the use

of continuum or discrete methods depends on the size, scale, and discontinu-

ities, concerning the size or scale of the problem [2]. Among all the continuum

methods, the Extended Finite Element Method (X-FEM), derived from the

Standard Finite Element Method (FEM), has gained much attraction in frac-

ture mechanics. The classic Finite Element Method divides a large system into

smaller elements, discretizing continuum space, that intersects at nodes, and

solving spatial differential equations on it. The solution, the displacement at

any point within the element, can be calculated through appropriately chosen

interpolation functions, from the displacement at every node [2]. However,

when the crack takes place crack prediction procedures, for FE models, use

advanced element formulations and a re-mesh is necessary in the near region

of the crack path, holes, or inhomogeneities [34][38]. With the standard fi-

nite element method, cracks are considered to be inner boundary surfaces that

are explicitly meshed. X-FEM, the advanced method, allowed the modeling
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of internal (or external) boundaries, such as holes, inclusions or cracks with-

out re-meshing the geometry. It also permits strong discontinuities (discrete

cracks) to arbitrarily cut through elements [33][37]. The idea behind X-FEM

is adding to the standard polynomial shape functions used in the finite element

model, some others functions to model the discontinuities, in order to improve

the accuracy of the stress intensity factors, in some problems where some as-

pect of the solution field is known a priori [34]. In particular, the modeling of

the crack is given using two additional tow sets of nodal shape functions. The

first set includes a discontinued generalized function(Heaviside function) which

describes the crack path and is used to represent the crack opening displace-

ment. On the other hand, the second set is asyntomatic functions defined at

the crack-tip origin [34][33][37]. The most significant advantage of the X-FEM

model is that allows of the description of discontinuities and their development

without requiring the definition of a new mesh at each iteration. The model,

although accurate, does not consider the crack intrinsically, which is the main

characteristic of peridynamic. On the other hand, returning to the distinction

previously made, the discontinuum methods most used are DEM, DDA, and

BPM. Concentrate on the DEM (distinct element method) approach, which

is one of the most recent methods for simulating the fracture process [2][38].

This approach is used to simulate large movements in blocky rock masses and

then used for soils that were modeled as assemblies of disks [2]. The DEM

is a Lagrangian method where the medium is partitioned into discrete ele-

ments, that interact via contact forces. In particular, it is assumed that the

solid is split by discontinuities that determine a set of finite-size polyhedral

or spherical blocks [2]. The forces acting at the block edges arise from their

interactions with the enclosed blocks and the displacement is calculated by

Newton’s second law of motion [2]. This method uses an explicit central finite

difference method, in a time domain, to solve displacements and the veloci-

ties. Contact forces are described by adequate contact laws to constitute the

mechanical behaviors between block faces, such as elastic laws coupled with

Coulomb friction, attractive forces, also Van Der Waals forces can be imple-

mented [2][15][12]. Nevertheless a priori knowledge of the block shape of the

block is required, which influences the overall response of the system. The

formation of discontinuity is not possible through the block but only between

them (by the implementation of cohesive force patterns), the cracks, therefore,

must propagate in the block-block contact region, between the faces of the

elements.
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2.2 Methodologies of Study of the FSI

The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) class involves problems that are mutually

dependent on both the fluid dynamics and structural mechanics parts. Chal-

lenges related to computational FSI can be classified into three categories:

problem formulation, digital discretization, and fluid-structural coupling [1].

Two approaches can be broadly classified as the numerical methods used to

solve these FSI problems: the monolithic approach and the partitioned ap-

proach [14]. The monolithic approach pairs the fluid and structure dynamics

in the same framework to form a single equation for the whole problem, which is

solved in parallel by a unified algorithm. The interface conditions are implicitly

described within the equation. This approach is usable for a multi-disciplinary

problem, reaching a better accuracy, but requires more resources to maintain

a specialized code. In contrast, the partitioned criterion studies the fluid and

the structure separately with their respective mesh discretization and numeri-

cal algorithm, making explicit the conditions at the interface to communicate

information between the fluid and the structure. Sophisticated results can be

obtained, between fluid and structure. The challenge of this method is to co-

ordinate the two algorithms to achieve accurate fluid-structure iteration since

the position of the interface that divides the fluid and the structure domains is

not known a priori and usually changes over time. Therefore, the partitioned

method requires the detection of the new interface position and its quantities.

A further general classification of solution procedures is based on mesh treat-

ment: conforming mesh method and non-conforming mesh methods. The first

one treats the conditions interface as part of the solution, as physical condi-

tions, requiring a mesh to conform to the interface. Due to the movement

and/or deformation of the solid structure, an update of the mesh is needed.

One popular FSI method in this class is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

(ALE) technique which incorporates the moving mesh explicitly into the fluid

dynamics equation. On the other hand, the non-conforming mesh methods,

impose on the model equation constraints, such as the boundary location and

the related interface conditions, consequently, non-conforming meshes can be

employed a mesh update is avoided. This methods category is based on the

framework of the immersed methods (IBM), which adds terms to the fluid

equations (e.g. force-equivalent terms) to describe the fluid-structure interac-

tion [22].
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2.2.1 ALE: Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method

The ALE technique is premised on the discrimination of the field by using

conform computational meshes, which an unstructured, to solve Navier-Stokes

equations. This method includes both pure Lagrangian and pure Eulerian

formulations [31]. The mesh nodes can move with the material -Lagrangian

method- the track of the surface and the boundary conditions are easy to

define. The mesh can be fixed -Eulerian method- while the material passes

through it, or the nodes can be moved in any other prescribed way [13][31]. The

solution of the governing equations evolves in time, using discrete time steps,

and the governing equations of the fluid phase are solved via the finite-volume

method. There are two approaches to implementing the ALE equations. The

first way performs the couple equations for computational fluid mechanics but

can handle only a single material in the element. In the alternative approach,

the time step is divided into two phases. The solution begins with a Lagrangian

phase, where the mesh nodes move with the material, and the equilibrium

equations (velocity changes and internal energy) are calculated. In addition,

the second phase, the advection phase, adjusts transport mass, internal energy,

and momentum across the cell boundaries, this resembles moving the mesh

vertices (remapping) to their Lagrangian position [31]. A set of boundary

conditions, such as no-slip and no-penetration, are imposed on the mesh nodes

located on the surface, along these nodes the structure and the vertices fluid

have the same normal velocity. Although the disadvantage of the continuous

re-meshing and updating the mesh to preserve conformity to the moving fluid-

structure and the calculation of convective fluxes of all the fluid-dynamic fields

lead to a large computational cost of this simulation, the primary advantage

of the ALE technique relies on the accurate treatment of the interfaces.

2.2.2 IBM: Immersed Boundary Method

The IBM belongs to the class of the non-conforming method, the need of re-

meshing is completely removed and the Navier-Stokes equations are solved on

a fixed-Eulerian-grid and structure grid [18], which does not conform to the

immersed solid surface. The term ”immersed boundary method” was initially

used to refer to a technique created by Peskin [18][20][14] to simulate cardiac

mechanics and blood flow [20]. The imposition of boundary conditions to the

IB is the key factor in the development of an IB algorithm, which is also what

distinguishes one IB method from another. In general, BCs are not applied

directly on the nodes of the grid located on the wall (i.e. by setting up=0), but
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they are performed by introducing a source of friction force, which is applied to

the flow in proximity of the interface. In this way, the flow is locally forced to

move with the same local velocity of solid walls. If the relative velocity between

the flow and the solid is zero, no-slip and, no-penetration, BCs are indirectly

satisfied. The IB methods can be typically categorized into two categories:

continuous forcing approach and discrete forcing approach [20][18], depending

on the mode the boundary conditions are enforced on the interface. In the

primary approach, the forcing term is implemented at the continuous equa-

tions, Navier-Skoes equations, before the discretization. The issue with this

method is the definition of the continuous forcing function needed to enforce

the correct boundary conditions [18]. Instead, in the discrete forcing approach,

the forcing term is inserted after the discretization of the fluid phase, to take

into account the presence of the solid [20]. An attractive feature of the contin-

uous forcing approach is that it is formulated independently of the underlying

spatial discretization. On the other hand, the discrete forcing approach is very

dependent on the discretization method.In addition, the first mode is adapted

to the deformable solid, while it manifests, in general, singularities for rigid

bodies, on the terms of forced friction. In contrast, the second approaches, have

been shown to be successfully employed both for rigid and deformable solid.

Various approaches to the IB method have been employed over the years for

implementing FSI problems. One of the biggest advantages that IBM brings

is that the mesh does not have to conform/adapt to the moving/deforming

immersed body. This contributes to eliminating the complexity and the com-

putationally expensive procedure of Eulerian re-meshing to every time step.

The continuous IB method originally conceived by Peskin [10][20][35] for flows

around flexible membranes is based on the idea of determining a force, in

a Lagrangian position, to apply to the flow equations (via Direct Delta fac-

tion) in the fixed reference frame. The force term used is simply a result of

the membrane’s deformation and its elastic properties. However, one of the

biggest problems of Periskin’s method is the numerical stability due to the

stiffness introduced into the problem with the elastic feature of the immersed

body. The method can lead to hydrodynamic forces that are potential sources

of instability [10]. Since the introduction of this method, several modifications

have been proposed. Uhlmann [32][35][36][10] first developed an efficient dis-

crete forcing IBM for the moving particle flow using a direct forcing approach

in a finite-volume and pressure-correction frame. The base idea was to intro-

duce a fictitious domain method that did not use a feedback mechanism to

obtain the forcing term [35]. This method presents fewer oscillatory particle

forces than existing direct methods, due to the combination of the capacity of
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the IB method to smoothly transfer quantities between the two grids and, on

the other hand, the effectiveness of an explicit and direct formulation of fluid-

particle interaction force. In this implementation, the Navier-Stokes equations

of particulate flows are solved on a Cartesian grid, referred as to the Eulerian

grid, whereas the forcing term is computed in a uniform distribution of La-

grangian markers (on the immersed body) and transferred to the Eulerian grid

via transfer kernels [36]. In this way, the no-slip and no-penetration conditions

are imposed on the fluid proximate to the interface with the immersed solid.

The forcing function is calculated by interpolating the velocity fields of the

Lagrangian point fluids, the computation of the Lagrangian representation of

the forcing, and the spreading of the latter on the Eulerian grid. Uhlmann

introduced a direct-forcing IB method that utilizes the high-order regular-

ized Delta function in the velocity interpolation and the force distribution.

In this frame, various approaches have been developed based on Uhlamann’s

idea, utilizing different interpolation kernels and procedures [32][10][36]. This

class of methods, referred to as multi-direct forcing [35] IBM, is currently the

state-of-the-art for FSI problems with moving boundaries. The computation

of the back-reaction exerted by the fluid on the solid is the main issue with

multi-direct forcing schemes. In this present work, the method of multi-direct

forcing is used to impose the boundary conditions on the wall to the fluid-

solid interfaces, whereas the calculation of hydrodynamic forces is left to the

normal-probe method [36].

2.3 Theory of peridynamic

2.3.1 Basics of Peridynamic Theory

The term “peridynamic” first appeared in Silling (2000) [26] and comes from

the Greek roots for near and force [29]. This method falls into nonlocal theo-

ries because particles, separated by a finite range, can interact with each other.

The maximum distance across which points interact through a pairwise force

is called the horizon. Those are internal forces of a continuous solid considered

as a system of pair interactions equivalent to springs. The scale of the horizon

is strongly dependent on the nature of the solid and the interactions turn more

local with a decreasing horizon, capable of bridging the nano to macro length

scale. The classical techniques based on the spatial derivatives fail when we

attempt to study a more severe discontinuity, such as a crack. Since the weak

solution when the phase changes and the need to redefine the body when the
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crack occurs, to align the crack to the boundary, requires knowing a priori

where the discontinuity is located. The limits of these methods are overcome

with the integration technique, where there is no discernment between points

on the body where discontinuities or any of their spatial deviates take place.

Thus allowing the spontaneous formation of discontinuity without the need to

know its position in advance. In its original wording, termed a bond-state peri-

dynamic model (BPD), the points interact via pairwise forces with neighboring

material points. The interaction between two material points depends only on

their deformations. This first theory suffers from significant restriction, in par-

ticular the Poisson ratio is always 1/4 for isotropic materials. Later, Silling et

al. (2007) [29][30] generalized the BPD model introducing the concept of state.

The outcome concept preserved the idea of bonds carrying the forces between

two points, the bond force is not determined only by their deformation state

but it depends on the deformations state of all the bonds within the horizon

of each point (figure 2.1). The resulting theory is called the state-bond peri-

dynamic model, and it overcomes the problems of the previous, bond-based,

theory. It can describe the behavior of any isotropic solid material model in

which any Poisson ratio can be prescribed.

Figure 2.1: Representation of the different formulations of the peridynamic theory.

2.3.2 The governing equations of peridynamic

The fundamental equation of peridynamic relies on a Lagrangian formulation of

the conservation of linear momentum in continuum media. In this framework,
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a solid, closed, and bounded body, denoted as B, is represented as a set of

finite-size material nodes. The points that interact via micro-potential, give

rise to a mutual internal force that acts across the finite spatial distance,

horizon �. Each node communicates with a set of other points referred to as

the neighborhood HX0
:

HX0
= {X

0

0 2 B, ||X
0

0 �X 0|| < �}, (2.1)

where X
0

0 and X 0 are the Lagrangian spatial coordinates of the two pair

nodes, undeformed and unloaded, in reference configuration of the body. X
0

0

is centered in X 0 and contains the position vectors of the material. Hence,

the motion of the Lagrangian point belonging to the body is expressed as

X(X 0, t), where X 0 represents the Lagrangian coordinate of the body, in this

case in a deformed condition, at time t � 0. The velocity is described by the

displacement derivative, in Lagrangian terms:

V(X 0, t) =
d

dt
X(X 0, t). (2.2)

Let’s define F(X 0, t) as an external force of unit volume and L(X 0, t) as the

acting unit volume force at time t on the material point X 0 due to interaction

with the elements in the neighborhood area. By using Newton’s second law to

a limited area of the body P 2 B, obtains:

d

dt

Z

P

⇢(X 0)V(X 0, t)dV =

Z

P

[L(X 0, t) + F(X 0, t)]dV (2.3)

where ⇢(X 0) stands for the density of the body. This Lagrangian equation

which governs the motion of each material point X 0 can be rewritten into its

differential form, as:

⇢(X 0)
d

dt
V(X 0, t) = L(X 0, t) + F(X 0, t) 8X 0 2 B, t � 0 (2.4)

The second Newton’s law re-elaborated all over the total body B, leads to the

integral expression:

d

dt

Z

B

⇢(X 0)V(X 0, t)dV =

Z

B

F(X 0, t)dV (2.5)

Note that the force L(X 0, t) does not appear in the last equation, since it is an

internal force that balances itself. This comes out by placing P=B in equation
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(2.3) and subtracting equation (2.5) to equation (2.3) :

Z

B

L(X 0, t) = 0, (2.6)

which formally demonstrates that the internal force is a self-balancing force

and it can be neglected within the domain. In particular, that leads to the

fact that for any given force field L(X 0, t) always exists an antisymmetric

vector-valued function,

f(X
0

0,X 0, t) = �f(X 0,X
0

0, t) 8X 0

0,X 0 2 B, t � 0 (2.7)

thus L(X 0, t) can be expressed as:

L(X 0, t) =

Z

B

f(X
0

0,X 0, t)dV
0 8X 0 2 B, t � 0, (2.8)

In the latter equation, X
0

0 is identified as the dummy integration variable, and

dV
0

is the differential volume evaluated in position X
0

0.

It can be demonstrated that for any function f(X
0

0,X 0, t), which is named

as dual force density or pairwise force density, it can be found a function

t(X
0

0,X 0, t) so that:

f(X
0

0,X 0, t) = t(X
0

0,X 0, t)� t(X 0,X
0

0, t) 8X 0

0,X 0 2 B, t � 0. (2.9)

Where t(X
0

0,X 0, t) is a function denominated as bond force density and it

represents one of the cardinal quantities peridynamics theory. By using the

Figure 2.2: Sketch of pairwise forces acting between two material points X 0 and X
0

0
,dual

force densities, and the related bond force densities
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last two equations (2.8) and (2.9), the equation can be reformulated as:

⇢(X0)
d

dt
V(X0, t) =

Z

B

f(X
0

0,X0, t)dV
0

+ F(X0, t), 8X0 2 B, t � 0, (2.10)

or equivalently as Silling [26]:

⇢(X0)
d

dt
V(X0, t) =

Z

B

[t(X
0

0,X 0, t)�t(X 0,X
0

0, t)]+F(X0, t), 8X0 2 B, t � 0.

(2.11)

In a peridynamic body, these two expressions (2.10) and (2.11) represent the

balance of the linear moment. To solve the problem, it is required to introduce

a constitutive model to compute the forces (bond force density or pairwise

force density) according to the macroscopic properties of the material and the

state of deformation of the body. The constitutive relations are derived by

introducing the concept of peridynamics state (introduced at the beginning of

this paragraph), where the X 0 point interacts with the other nodes within a

region of adjacent space. From equation (2.1), the family of X 0 is defined as

follows:

H = {⇠ 2 (R3 � (0)), (⇠ +X 0) 2 (HX0
\ B)}, (2.12)

where ⇠ 2 H is a vector that indicates the bond connected to X 0, and it

is centered at 0 and contains a bond. The bond ⇠ can be defined by the

formulation:

⇠ = X
0

0 �X 0, 8X 0 2 B,X
0

0 2 HX0
, (2.13)

whereas in a deformed state, the bond is defined as:

⇣ = X
0

(X
0

0, t)�X (X 0, t) 8X 0 2 B,X
0

0 2 HX0
, t � 0, (2.14)

with ⌘ the bond displacement vector :

⌘ = ⇣ � ⇠ (2.15)

Let’s define a peridynamic state of order m, A(X 0, t)
⌦

⇠
↵

: H 7�! Lm, where

Lm denotes the set of all tensors of order m, as:

Z

H

A(X 0, t)
⌦

⇠
↵

dV⇠ =

Z

HX0

A(X 0, t)
⌦

X
0

0 �X 0

↵

dV0 (2.16)

The peridynamic state A(X 0, t), is defined as a function on H that maps the

bonds ⇠ 2 H into a tensor of order m, including vectorial and scalar quantities;

it is worth to remaking that the state depends on the Lagrangian position X 0
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and time, t. Thereby, plying the notion of peridynamic state, it is possible to

determine the bond force density as follows:

t(X
0

0,X 0, t) = T(X 0, t)
⌦

⇠
↵

= T(X 0, t)
⌦

X
0

0 �X 0

↵

, (2.17)

where, T(X 0, t)
⌦

⇠
↵

is the force vector state [30]. To sum up, in the light of

the equation (2.11) and the definition of Lagrangian velocity brought up in

equation (2.2), the equations governing the peridynamics theory are:

V(X 0, t) =
d

dt
X(X 0, t), (2.18)

⇢(X 0)
d2

dt2
X(X 0, t) = L(X 0, t) + F(X 0, t), (2.19)

L(X 0, t) =

Z

HX0

[T(X 0, t)
⌦

X
0

0 �X 0

↵

�T(X 0, t)
⌦

X 0 �X
0

0

↵

]dV
0

. (2.20)

Certainly, the constitutive relations depend on the nature of the material. In

other words, they are laws describing the behavior of a material, in terms of

the deformation of the body and possibly other variables. As discussed in the

opening of this chapter, it is possible to differentiate three different models

of peridynamics that can be identified based on the constitutive model used

[26][30]:

• bond-based peridynamic is the original formulation elaborated by Selling

[4]. In this pattern, in the deformed configuration of the body ⇣, the pair

bond force density vectors are parallel to their relative position vectors

and equal in magnitude.

• ordinary state-based peridynamic, the vectors are still parallel to their

relative position vectors but can be diverse in magnitude.

• non-ordinary state-based peridynamic, the vectors can be non-parallel to

the related relative position vectors and different magnitudes.

In state-based formulations, the bond force density vectors that join two nodes

also depend on all the other bonds that these two points have established with

other material points within the surroundings. This script focuses mainly on

the bond-based peridynamic model, used also for the analyses performed, since

all applications and models reported have been elaborated on this scheme. It

is important to mark, that integral equation (2.20) provides the description

for the internal force balance needed to solve the ordinary differential equation
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(2.19). For more details about peridynamic theory and its models, it is possible

consult the Silling [19][26][28][29][30] articles included in the bibliography.

2.3.3 Bond-based peridynamic approach

The bond-based peridynamic has been introduced by Silling (2000)[26]. This

theory is a special case of the more general theory, mentioned in the paragraph

above, that is state-based peridynamic [26], which is able to describe a larger

class of materials with concerning to bond-based model. The basis of bond-

based modeling is the assumption that the bond force density associated with a

bond ⇠ depends only on the considerate bond, and it is distinct from the others.

The main advantage introduced by peridynamic consists of its capability of

simply managing the discontinuities arising in a solid medium when the crack

formation and branching are taken into consideration. Let’s consider the next

constitutive relation for the force vector state:

T(X 0, t)
⌦

⇠
↵

=
1

2
f(X

0

0,X 0, t) (2.21)

the bond force densities will be [19]:

t(X
0

0,X 0, t) =
1

2
f(X

0

0,X 0, t) (2.22)

t(X 0,X
0

0, t) =
1

2
f(X 0,X

0

0, t) = �1

2
f(X

0

0,X 0, t) (2.23)

As mentioned above, bond-state pridynamics is not based on the idea of the

state. That is, the pairwise force density depends only on the bond between

two points X 0 and X
0

0, hence it can be written as [26][11][16]:

f(X
0

0,X 0, t) = f(⇠, ⌘) = c0 s(⇠, ⌘)
⌘ + ⇠

||⌘ + ⇠||
�(⇠, t), (2.24)

where s(⇠, ⌘) and c0 are two bond parameters, respectively called bond stretch

and bond micromodulus [16][9]. The first parameter can be expressed as:

s(⇠, ⌘) =
||⇠ + ⌘||� ||⇠||

||⇠||
(2.25)

The c0 parameter depends on the macroscopic mechanical properties of the

material, besides on the geometry and loading conditions of the specific prob-

lem. In specific, the latter can be related, in fact, to Young’s modulus, E, and
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the peridynamic horizon, �

c0 =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

9E
⇡p�3

, in 2D plane-stress conditions,

48E
5⇡p�3

, in 2D plane-strain conditions,

12E
⇡�4

, in 3D,

(2.26)

where p refers to the depth of the body along the out-of-plane direction in

the two-dimensional cases. It is worth mentioning that one of the limitations

concerning the bond-based peridynamic model is the Poisson’s ratio ⌫s. As

mentioned above, in fact, the Poisson’s ratio for this model is considered con-

stant, with a fixed value of 1/4 for the three-dimensional case and the plane

strain case and 1/3 for plane stress case, therefore it does not appear in the

equation (2.26).

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of crack in the theory of peridynamics. The broken
bonds are indicated by the cross above them.

The main advantage introduced by peridynamics consists of its capability of

simply managing the discontinuities arising in a solid medium when the crack

formation and branching are taken into consideration. In the peridynamics

framework, the damage is incorporated at the bond level, and the crack occurs

due to the rupture of bonds when the stretch of the bond overcomes a thresh-

old value, s0, referred to as limit bond stretch. The latter can be related to the

critical fracture energy release rate of the material, G0, Young’s modulus E,

the horizon �, and the geometrical configuration of the problem [27][16]. Thus,

s the bond stretch, is positive when the bond is in tension, and after the bond

failure there is not no tensile force sustainable in the bond; its contribution

to the internal force balance is neglected. Once the breakage of a bond takes

place, the failure is persistent and there is no provision for “healing” of a failed

bond; this makes the model history dependent. In this frame, a scalar-valued

function has been introduced by the peridynamic model to take into account
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the pairwise interaction in a bond:

�(⇠, t) =

8

<

:

1, s  s0, 8t � 0

0, s > s0, 8t � 0.
(2.27)

Figure 2.4: Fracture occurs when the bonds are broken and the breaking point is deter-
mined by the macroscopic mechanical properties of the material. In this sketch, the value
of the scalar function � is represented by µ. It becomes equal to 0 when the failure takes
place.

The value of the scalar function is taken into account in equation (2.24). The

pairwise density function f(X
0

0,X 0, t) is directly nullified when the bond is

broken. If the value of the bond stretch returns to be lower than the limit,

once the interaction between two points is disabled, the two particles involved

can no longer interact with each other. Let’s examine two material particles

X 0 and X
0

0, located between a fracture in a brittle micro-elastic material as

shown in figure 2.5. The work needed to break to bond ⇠ that connects the

two material points is:

w0(⇠) =

Z s0

0

c0sr ds =
1

2
c0s

2
0r (2.28)

where r = ||⇠||. About the figure 2.5 and considering a spherical coordinate

system; the work W0 necessary to break all the bonds linking the material

points X 0 and X
0

0, can be computed as:

W0 =

Z s

0

Z 2⇡

0

Z �

z

Z cos�1(z/r)

0

✓

1

2
c0s

2
0r

◆

r2 sin(Φ) dΦ dr d✓ dz (2.29)
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Figure 2.5: Two material points located on two sides opposite the fracture. The work
to break the bonding force between the two particles is calculated by the integral equation
(2.29) using a spherical coordinate system in X 0.

The computation of the integral gives the following result:

W0 =
⇡c0s

2
0�

5

10
= G0 (2.30)

that is the energy for the part unit fracture area for complete separation of

the halves of the body. The value of s0[16], the limit bond stretch, can be

calculated by solving equation (2.29) and utilizing the values of c0 in (2.26):

s0 =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

q

4⇡G0

9E�
, in 2D plane-stress conditions,

q

5⇡G0

12E�
, in 2D plane-strain conditions,

q

5G0

6E�
, in 3D.

(2.31)

In this framework, the introduction of damage at the bond level leads to a

clear notion of local damage at a point, identified as damage level :

Φ(X 0, t) = 1�

R

HX0

�(⇠, t)dV
0

R

HX0

dV 0 .
(2.32)

The damage level is a function of the position of the body, and it is a scalar-

valued function 0  Φ  1, in which 0 represents the material without any

damage, the connections between the point and the surrounding environment

are intact and 1 corresponds to a fracture in the material and therefore to

a disconnection of the bonds. In the peridynamics model, a bond rupture

between two points means local damage: that is, a micro-crack that propagates

in a normal direction of the broken bond. In these terms, the bond fracture
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locally affects the balance of internal force, the stress and the weakening of

the material are automatically reproduced, by the model, at the crack tips.

The bonds can no longer sustain tension load and lead to a softening of the

material response, which causes the evolution and extension of the breaking

through the surface.

2.4 Discretization of peridynamic equation

The theory of peridynamic is based on the concept of subdivision of the solid

body into a set of finite-size material particles, or discrete particles; these

terms denote the discrete counterpart of the material point: a small area of

the material nearby a material point and centered in it. On the contrary,

of the material point that has neither mass nor volume (they are zero), a

discrete particle has a fixed finite mass and volume. Different discretization

strategies can be employed; in this thesis, the solid object is discretized via

finite Cartesian distribution of finite-size cubes Np and discrete equispaced

material particles, with ∆s the node spacing (which is equal to the node edge

size and is the same in the x,y, and z directions) as sketched in figure 2.6.

A computational node is located on the geometric centroid of each finite-size

particle, and the ratio between the horizon and the particle size is defined as

m = �/∆s.

Figure 2.6: A discretized peridynamic solid, in the 2D case; the diagram on the right
shows the two material points with their force density vectors.

Relating to the figure above (2.6), the variable X 0,h refers to the particle

centroid coordinates in the Lagrangian configuration of the body, with 1 
h  Np; in the continuum case, the same variable will be used to denote

the material particle itself. The two Lagrangian variables Xh(X 0,h, t) and

Vh(X 0,h, t), in a deformed configuration, refer respectively to the position

and velocity of the centroid of the material particle quantified at time t � 0.
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The vector ⇠h,l denotes the bond connecting material point X 0,h to X 0,l in

the reference configuration of the body, whereas, ⇣h,l denotes the same bond

in its deformed configuration at a generic time t; ⌘h,l is the bond displacement

vector:

⇠h,l = X 0,l �X 0,h (2.33)

⇣h,l = X l �Xh (2.34)

⌘h,l = (X l �Xh)� (X 0,l �X 0,h) (2.35)

In the discrete case, it is appropriate to rewrite the definition of neighbor-

hood, introduced in the continuum case by equation (2.1); in this term, the

discrete representation of the surroundings and spatial accuracy of integration

are improved:

HX 0,h
=

n

X 0,l 2 B, ||X 0,l �X 0,h|| < � +
1

2
∆s

o

(2.36)

Figure 2.7: Left panel: two-dimensional schematic of the discretization of a solid in peri-
dynamic showing the neighborhood defined by the equation (2.36.) Right panel: pairwise
interaction between a couple of finite-size material particles. The green region shows the
portion of the volume X 0,l enclosed into the sphere of radius � centered at X 0,h.

The region, in the discrete peridynamics formulation, is discretized into nodes,

each with a known volume in the reference configuration, and the computation

of integrals over a particle’s neighborhood X 0,h, is given as a summation over

its discrete contributions. Under these hypotheses, the motion of each node,

belonging to an arbitrarily shaped solid object, is described by the following

Lagrangian equation for any X 0,h particle:

⇢s(X 0,h)
d2Xh

dt2
=

Nh
X

l=1

(th,l � t l,h)Γh,l∆V l + Fh +Ch +Dh, (2.37)
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dXh

dt
= Vh, (2.38)

where ⇢s is the density of the solid,Xh andVh are the Lagrangian position and

velocity of the considered node. The summation is taken over the neighborhood

of X 0,h, HX 0,h
, which contains Nh material nodes belonging to the horizon

sphere, whereas th,l and t l,h represent the bond force density vectors related

to the two material nodes (t and t
0

in the continuum case). In addition, there

are two distinct forms of external forces per unit volume acting on X 0,h: the

term Fh refers to the force density per unit volume acted on the center node by

the fluid flow and Ch indicates the force per unit volume arising from a solid-

solid contacts or solid boundaries. The termDh instead, represents an internal

damping force that introduces a dynamic dissipation to the motion model of

the peridynamic solid. This is a self-balancing internal force, depending on

the relative velocity between the pairs of discrete particles. In this sense, it

is a force that does not affect the motion of the rigid body of the solid or

the low frequency modes; such that in high frequency simulations, they are

filtered and ignored. It is worth dwelling on the parameter Γh,l defined as the

volume reduction factor. This term takes into account the volume reduction of

a particle that has interactions with the boundary neighborhood, or takes into

account that only a fraction of the volume containing the X 0,l particle, that

could be enclosed into the sphere of radius � centered in X 0,h, as represented

in figure 2.7. The parameter Γh,l indicates the ratio of the volume fraction of

X 0,l within a distance � from X 0,h the total volume of X 0,l. The value of Γh,l,

in two-dimensional cases, is determined by a linear variation between 1/2 and

1, based on the particle’s position with respect to the horizon [19][27], �:

Γh,l =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

�−||⇠h,l||

∆s
+ 1

2
,

✓

� � ∆s

2

◆

 ||⇠h,l||  �,

1, 0  ||⇠h,l|| 
✓

� � ∆s

2

◆

.
(2.39)

In equation (2.37), ∆Vl refers to the entire volume of theX 0,h material particle,

in this specific case the discretization of the material is through cubes, so

∆Vl = ∆
3
s. It should be noted that the Γh,l value does not depend on time and

is estimated in the body reference configuration. The equation (2.39) is only

applicable to the two-dimensional scenario, in the three-dimensional case, there

are no analytical formulas, and Γ h,l must be computed numerically. Lastly,

on the issue of convergence in the peridynamic of a continuum mechanics

problem, it has been established that the solutions of a discrete peridynamic

model converge to the classical elastic solutions for � ! 0 (delta-convergence)
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and m ! 1 (m-convergence), which are two fundamental conditions.

2.4.1 Discrete bond-based peridynamics

For the discrete case in the bond-based peridynamic model the equations

(2.37)-(2.38) can be reformulated, applying the relationship between the two

material particles as the pairwise density function and bond force densities:

⇢s
d2Xh

dt2
=

Nh
X

l=1

fh,lΓh,l∆V l + Fh +Ch +Dh, (2.40)

dXh

dt
= Vh, (2.41)

where fh,l is the discrete pairwise density function. It is dependent on

the macroscopic properties of the material, its bond stretch sh,l, and the

scalar-value function �h,l :

fh,l = c0�h,l sh,l
⇠ h,l + ⌘ h,l

||⇠ h,l + ⌘ h,l||.
(2.42)

All the equations, for the parameters, are provided in the above sections, and

they must be referred to the bond between the two particles X 0,h and X 0,l, in

conclusion, the bond micro-modulus c0 is assumed to be constant.

2.4.2 Interface Detection and Solid–Solid Contact

Forces

A discretized continuum, in the Lagrangian structure, as seen in the previous

paragraphs, is represented as a set of finite-size material particles. The problem

consists of identifying and tracing the interface that separates the solid space

from the surrounding space. A solution consists of the implementation of

Lagrangian markers distributed along the solid surface, solidly, which trace

the solid-space the surrounding interface. In particular, Lagrangian interface

markers consist of a subset of material particles selected, determined on a

prescribed criterion from the whole set of particles constituting the solid, which

are located on the surface of the solid. In this sense:

• the interfaces are mapped automatically using the Lagrangian equations

of peridynamics;

• new interfaces are generated and new material particles are employed as

markers as a consequence of crack formation.
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The basic concept is to assume that the particle is positioned in the interface

if there is a region of surrounding area that is devoid of other particles that

interact with that considered, that is, the particle has no bonds. In the opposite

case, the particle is considered to be the internal part of the body. In particular,

Figure 2.8: Left panel (a): Material node X h is located in the solid interior. Right panel
(b): Material node X h is located on the interface.

the interface detection criterion proposes two conditions, which can be satisfied

individually or simultaneously, for which the central particleX 0,h is considered

sited on the interface. The first requirement is that at least Nv consecutive

sectors are depleted of particles; the second need is that all bonds, ⇠ h,l in at

least Nv arbitrary consecutive sectors are broken (�h,l = 0) and the distances

r̄h,k in each of these areas are higher than a prescribed threshold value, r̄ thr.

The r̄h,k value, is defined as below:

r̄h,k =

PNk

l=1 ||(X l �Xh)||(1� �h,l)
PNk

l=1(1� �h,l)
, (2.43)

where the two Lagrangian coordinates of the particles are estimated at time

t � 0. As shown in figure 2.8 (b), one of the problems that can arise is

the determination of the material points that reside near a boundary but are

characterized by an environment in which the presence of other material points

is only partial, that is, material nodes lack a complete neighborhood volume.

This leads to different effective mechanical behavior of the peridynamic model

of the material, in the interface zone, from that evaluated inside the solid.

This event is called the surface effect and therefore it involves a smoothing of

the material response at the free interface areas of the solid, due to the lack

of bonds. Diverse approaches to solving the problem are available, the one

used in this manuscript is known as the volume method, due to its simplicity

and efficiency. The basic idea is to correct the value of the micro-modulus,
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c0, of the bonds around the node that is near the edge, increasing it with

a, � h,l, dimensionless parameter called stiffening factor. In this manner, this

corrects the softening of the material near the border, achieving the same strain

energy density as that of an internal point, under homogeneous deformation.

For further details, please refer to the bibliography article [16]. Once the

interfaces have been identified, it is possible to estimate the normal, tangent,

and bi-normal vectors. The unit normal vector can be computed at Xh via

the following expression:

⌘h =

PNh

l=1(X l �Xh)�h,lΓh,l∆Vl
PNh

l=1 �h,lΓh,l∆Vl

(2.44)

⌘̂h =
⌘h

||⌘h||
, (2.45)

where ⌘̂h points to the solid interior of the surrounding fluid. Once the unit

normal is known, the tangent vector, t̂h can be easily computed as well as the

bi-normal vector, b̂h = ⌘̂h ⇥ t̂h. Additional information about the procedure

for computing tangent, normal, and bi-normal vectors is provided in the bib-

liography article [7].

Figure 2.9: Schematic method for calculating the unit normal vector to the interface of a
generic solid, ⌘̂h, at Lagrangian position X h.

The solid-solid contact forces are characterized by pairwise short-range forces

that act between couples of peridynamic particles located within a cut-off dis-

tance, rc. In particular, given a pair of particles, X l and Xh the effect of

short-range force due to contact of the particle X l, on the particle, Xh is :

Ch,l = max

⇢

kc

✓

rc
||⇣ h,l||

◆nc

� 1

�

, 0

�

(X l �Xh)

||(X l �Xh)||
, (2.46)

where ⇣ h,l is the distance between the particles (equation 2.34), nc is a shot-

range force exponent and kc is a short-range force constant. In the peridynamic
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contact model the parameters nc, rc, and kc represent fundamental parameters

and as demonstrated by Macek and Silling (2007) [17], among other possibili-

ties, the values of these constants can be set to nc = 1, kc = 15c0 and rc = ∆s,

with c0 the bond micro-modulus defined by equation (2.26) and ∆s the mean

spacing between material particles [7].

2.5 Numerical Method

This section discusses the coupling procedures between the governing equations

of peridynamics and the equations for the Navier-Stokes incompressible fluid

through the use of the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) approach, idealized

by Breugom [3] and the normal probe method of Wang et al. [36]. The

equations are solved within a massively parallel numerical solver based on

the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The solution is derived through a main

module that solves the dynamic fluid equations, based on the open-source

solver CANS by Costa [5], coupled to a segregated solver for the governing

peridynamics equations. The dynamics of the code are such that variations

caused by fluid-structure interaction, such as crack formation or solid breakage,

can be taken into account in a 3D view.

2.5.1 Governing equations of fluid dynamics

In the framework of FSI problems, the incompressible formulation of the

Navier-Stokes equations is used for the numerical description of the mechanical

behavior of the fluid phase [24]:

r · u = 0 (2.47)

⇢f

✓

@u

@t
+ u ·ru

◆

= �rp+ µfr2u+ ⇢fq, (2.48)

where u is the fluid velocity field, p the hydrodynamic pressure, µf the dynamic

viscosity and ⇢f the density of the fluid phase, where q, in the right-hand,

represents the forcing term, from the IB method. The equations are calculated

on a rectangular computational domain. The Eulerian domain is discretized by

a Cartesian grid with cubic cells equi-spaced, in its configured reference, with

∆f spacing. For an initial configuration, the size of the Eulerian grid cells and

the distance between the Lagrangian particles are set equal, ∆s = ∆f . This

means, that as time and fluid motion advance, the Eulerian grid remains fixed

during the simulation, while the nodes of the solid can only move within the
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Figure 2.10: 2D schematic sketch of Eulerian domain and Lagrangian solid discretization.
The red line represents the area where boundary conditions are assigned directly on the nodes
using ghost nodes. While, the green line shows the area of the solid-structure interface where
the immersed boundary method is applied.

domain, changing position and relative distance between them if the fracture

of the solid occurs. The boundary conditions are imposed in the Eulerian

grid side by ghost nodes, while in the case of the solid-fluid interfaces, the

discrete-forcing method is applied, such as the immersed boundary method,

which imposes the conditions of no-penetration and no-slip on the borders.

2.5.2 Computation of the hydrodynamic forces and vis-

cous stresses

In the frame of IB methods, different approaches have been proposed in order

to determine the forces that arise from the interaction of the fluid with the solid

surface. Among these are highlighted the normal-probe method [10][36][32] and

the integration of the IBM forcing, q, on the solid body interfaces [3]. Although

the latter is the most widely used, this approach does not allow for the cal-

culation of the stress distribution, which knowledge is necessary to know the

state of deformation of the deformable solid. Furthermore, the equation on

which this method is based, is not achievable on discrete surface elements, as

it would lead to problems regarding the removal of forces due to the internal

fluid, that is, the fluid that is localized within the immersed contours but is

not actually present as that space is occupied by the solid. For these rea-

sons, the direct model of the normal-probe is adopted, in which the response

of the solid to the presence of the fluid is evaluated via the computation of

hydrodynamic pressure and viscous stresses near the fluid-solid interface. In

this regard, normal vectors, evaluated in equations (2.44)-(2.45), tangents, and

bi-normal in the interface must be known a priori. It is necessary to consider

an orthogonal local coordinate system with axes (⇠ � ⌘ � ⇣) arranged along
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Figure 2.11:

the tangent, normal, and bi-normal vector directions, respectively. At each

Lagrangian, Xh, material node, located in the solid-fluid boundary, a probe

is sent along the direction of the normal vector. The length of the probe is

measured as l = 2∆f [36]. By naming T and R, respectively, the tip and the

root of the probe then the pressure is extrapolated to the point at the root,

according to Wang et al. [36]:

p|R = p|T +
1

2
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�
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l, (2.49)
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@⌘
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R

⇡ dUh
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· n̂h, (2.50)

@p

@⌘

�

�

�

�

T

= rp|T · n̂h, (2.51)

p|T =
X

I,J,K

= p|SI,J,K
�∆(SI,J,K �XT )∆

3
f . (2.52)

where the pressure gradient rp|T is computed via the central finite difference

scheme on the stencil as represented in figure 2.11 for the two-dimensional

case. The indexes I, J , and K refer to the coordinates of a generic node of

the proper interpolation stencil SI,J,K . The fluid pressure is computed on

each node of the stencil by equation (2.52), and all interpolation operations

are developed on the regularized Direct delta function, �∆, defined according

Roma et al. [23], on the next page.
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(2.53)

Following these considerations, it is possible to calculate the shear stress mea-

sured at the probe root, R, which depends on the velocity gradient calculated

at the probe tip, T. The velocity derivatives expressed in the local frame of

reference evaluated at the probe root, R, read:

@u⇠

@⌘

�

�

�

�

R

= ru|T · t̂ · n̂, (2.54)

@u⇣

@⌘

�

�

�

�

R

= ru|T · b̂ · n̂, (2.55)

@u⌘

@⌘

�

�

�

�

R

= ru|T · n̂ · n̂. (2.56)

It is worth remembering that the above equations apply only in the condition of

a linear velocity field in the vicinity of the solid-fluid interface. This assumption

is observed when the grid is sufficiently small to solve the equations in the

boundary layer near the edge. The stress elements expressed in the local

reference frame are:

⌧⇠ = µ
@u⇠

@⌘

�

�

�

�

R

(2.57)

⌧⇣ = µ
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(2.58)

⌧⌘ = µ
@u⌘

@⌘

�

�

�

�

R

�p|R. (2.59)

It follows that the stress components can be expressed in the global frame of

reference (x, y, z):
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. (2.60)
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Figure 2.12: Scheme of the weak-coupling program.

In conclusion, in the global reference system, the force per unit volume that

the liquid exerts on the solid, at the Lagrangian position Xh, can be reported:

F h = �⌧ h
Ah

∆s3
, (2.61)

where Ah is a fixed area, and denotes the actual surface area of the discrete

particle, Xh. It is evaluated at the beginning of the simulation as the concrete

area of the solid divided by the number of the total number of the interfacial

material particles, while ⌧ h is the total stress expressed in the global frame of

reference. The value of Ah is set to Ah = ∆
2/3
s . The same value is used for the

area of the new interfacial particles that occur as a result of the fracture of the

solid. It is worth noting that a new fluid region is also formed when the new

surface is generated due to the break. In the first phase of the formation, the

gap has a size comparable to the Eulerian cells or smaller, and the computation

of the hydrodynamic force via equation (2.61) is inaccurate. In this respect,

to mitigate this issue, the algorithm for the determination of the interface

implements a control, on the peridynamic particles subject to broken bonds.

The hydrodynamic force is calculated in the Lagrangian nodes of the particles

when the gap is larger than three Eulerian cells. If the value of the gap is

smaller, the particles are considered the inner part of the body and the force

is not calculated.
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2.5.3 Coupled fluid-structure interaction algorithm

The peridynamic governing equations (2.40)-(2.41) are coupled to the Navier-

Stokes equations (2.47)-(2.48), in the frame of an explicit, weak coupling

scheme in figure 2.12. The multi-direct forcing Immersed Boundary Method,

by Breugem (2012) [3], is implemented to apply the no-penetration and

no-slip conditions to the flow phase in the solid-fluid interface. All spatial and

temporal scales are directly resolved through direct numerical simulations.

In addition, the staggered grid method is used to avoid pressure-velocity

decoupling. That is, the scalar quantities (pressure, temperature..) are

supposed to live at the center of the cell, while the vector quantities (velocity)

are defined at the edge of the cell. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved

using a pressure-correction approach, via second-order finite difference

element schemes for space discretization and the third Runge-Kutta time

marching algorithm. Those are advanced in time from tn to tn+1 on the fixed

Cartesian grid, with a time step ∆tf . In a different manner, the solid phase

is resolved by a segregated solver based on a Verlet time marching scheme.

As outlined in figure 2.12, the solid positions and velocities at the time step

tn are passed to the fluid phase solver from the segregated solver to compute

the forces acted by the fluid flow on the solid. Then, this information is

transmitted to the segregated solver, which evolves the peridynamic equations

over the same interval of time, ∆tf , though a sub-stepping procedure with a

time step ∆ts < ∆tf . After this procedure, the displacement values are sent

to the main solver to repeat the whole process.The algorithm is provided below:

do for r = 1,3,

u∗ = ur−1 +
∆t

⇢f

�

↵rFRHSr−1 + �fFRSHr−2 � �rrpr−3/2
�

, (2.62)

û = u∗ (2.63)

do for s = 1, Ns,

do for h = 1, Np,

Û
s−1

h =
Nx
X

i=1

Ny
X

j=1

Nz
X

k=1

ûs−1
i,j,k�∆

�

xi,j,k �Xn
h

�

∆
3
f , (2.64)

Q
r−1/2,s
h = Q

r−1/2,s−1
h +

V n
h � Û

s−1

h

∆h

, (2.65)

end do,
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do for [i, j, k]=[1,1,1],[Nx, Ny, Nz],

q
r−1/2,s
i,j,k =

Np
X

h=1

Q
q−1/2,s
h �∆

�

xi,j,k �Xn
h

�

∆Vh, (2.66)

ûs
i,j,k = u∗

i,j,k +∆t q
r−1/2,s
i,j,k , (2.67)

end do,

end do,

r2p̂ =
⇢f

�∆tf
r · u∗, (2.68)

ur = u∗ � �r∆t

⇢f
rp̂, (2.69)

pr−1/2 = pr−3/2 + p̂, (2.70)

do for r = 1, 3,

do for h = 1, Np,

Xr
h = Xr−1

h +∆ts
�

↵rV
r−1
h + �rV

r−2
h � �rV

r−3
h

�

, (2.71)

V r
h = V r−1

h +
∆ts
⇢s

�

↵rPRHSr−1
h + �rPHRSr−2

h � �rPHRSr−3
h

�

, (2.72)

end do,

end do.

The algorithm can be divided into three large blocks. The first block,

equations (2.62)-(2.63) and equations (2.68)-(2.70), computes the velocity for

the Navier-Stokes equations in a logic of pressure-correction. For the esti-

mation of a first velocity, denoted as first prediction velocity, the right-hand

side of equation (2.48) is modified, FRSH = �⇢fu · ru + µfr2u, is used,

together with the pressure, for the approximation of the velocity. The velocity

field is a non-solenoidal approximation and it must be projected to obtain

the divergence-free velocity at time step tn+1, un+1. The pressure-correction

method predicts that the integration of the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations is done in sub-steps, so the superscript r refers to each sub-step of

the iterative Runge-Kutta cycle, and corresponds to the time tn for r = 0 and

tn+1 for r=3. Moreover the coefficients ↵r, �r and �r are the Runge-Kutta

coefficients provided in the following table 2.1, on the next page. The variable

û is second the prediction velocity and accounts for the effect of the forcing,

q. The force term and the second prediction of the velocity field are computed

at the second block, equations (2.64)-(2.67). In this regard, the forcing term

q is determined according to an interactive scheme referred to as multi-direct

forcing [3]. The superscript s refers to each sub-step to iterative procedure,
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r=1 r=2 r=3

↵r 8/15 5/12 3/4
�r 0 -17/60 -5/12
�r 8/15 2/15 1/3

Table 2.1: Runge-Kutta coefficients ↵r,�r and �r = ↵r + �r used for the time
marching Rungr-Kutta scheme tabled versus the sub-step index, r

with û0 = u∗. At the Lagrangian position Xr−1
h , the second prediction

velocity field of the fluid, ûs, is named the Lagrangian variable Û
s

h, evaluated

at time level tr−1 in each solid material particle located in the solid-fluid

interface. Then as well, the term of the Lagrangian force Q
r−1/2,s
h is computed

at the time step tr−1/2. According to the equation (2.65), the Q
r−1/2,s
h force

is given by the ratio between V n
h � Û

s−1

h and the time step used for the

principal loop. The parameter V n
h is the velocity evaluated at time step tr−1

on X 0,h node. In the last step of the second block, the Lagrangian quantity

Q
r−1/2,s
h is spread on the Eulerian grid, in order to estimate the forcing

term qr−1/2,s, for every material node. In conclusion it is possible, using the

updated prediction velocity u∗, to re-computed the prediction velocity, ûs for

each node of the Eulerian grid. The number of the iterations, Ns, is given by

a threshold on the error on the imposition of the velocity at the fluid-solid

interface. Therefore, in general, to obtain a second order of accuracy for the

measurement of the velocity on the solid-fluid border is sufficient to set the

value Ns = 2. At this point, the boundary conditions are imposed via the

immersed boundary procedure, and the Poisson’s pressure equation is solved.

The velocity and pressure fields are advanced using the value of pressure p̂,

and the solution of the solid phase is synchronized to the fluid one via a

sud-stepping procedure. The last block, equations (2.71)-(2.72), is an explicit

Runge-Kutta marching scheme used for the temporal integration of equations

(2.38)-(2.39). The superscript r refers to the steps of Runge-Kutta iteration

and coincides with the time level tn for r = 0, and tn+1 for r = 3, with the

time step size ∆ts = tn+1 � tn. The equation (2.37) is used to calculate the

right-hand term PRHS:

PRHSh =

Nh
X

l=1

(th,l � t l,h)Γh,l∆V l + Fh +Ch +Dh (2.73)

where the bond force density th,l can be designated by the constitutive bond-

based model described in the 2.3.3 section. For the imposition of boundary
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Figure 2.13: Representation of the ghost layer extension used for imposing boundary
conditions. The velocity and displacement of ghost nodes are updated for each time step of
the integration scheme

conditions, ghost nodes are used, distributed along the border of the solid peri-

dynamic body, imposing a specific displacement and velocity. The extension

of the ghost layer must be equal to the size of the horizon �, so as to ensure

that conditions are imposed exactly on the region of the material [16][19], as

delineated in figure 2.13. It is worth recalling that all interpolation and spread-

ing operations are based on the regularized Direct delta function, �∆, defined

according to Roma et al. [23] and detailed by equation (2.53). This particular

mathematical function has the width of three grid cells, which replaces the

sharp interface with a thin porous shell. The porous interface has effects on

the drag force of the fluid phase, as it increases the (external) radius of the

spherical particles from R to R + 3∆x/2, which leans to increase the drag

force. On the other hand, the porosity wall tends to decrease the drag force,

at least in the area closest to the interface when the flow is laminar. The first

effect is stronger than the last, with the consequence that the effective radius

of the particle is larger than the actual diameter when Lagrangian makers are

located exactly on the surface of the particle. In this situation, to correct this

effect, the Lagrangian grid is retracted inward [3]. For more information, the

reader consult the bibliography article [3].
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Simulation and Analysis

3.1 CaNS

CaNS is an open-source software developed by P. Costa [5] that allows di-

rect numerical simulation (DNS) based on the incompressible formulation of

Navier-Stokes equations. As explained in the previous chapter:

• A Runge-Kutta scheme of order three is used to discretize the time term

on the left-hand side of the momentum balance equation;

• The right-hand side of the momentum balance equation, which contains

the convective and the diffusive terms, is discretized using a pressure-

correction algorithm and a second-order finite difference scheme.

The software uses MPI libraries. Parallel computing is based on the concept

of dividing the domain into sub-domains, each of which is analyzed separately

by a single processor. It is fundamental to maintain a connection and

communication between the various processors, in order to transmit the

necessary information for the various calculations. In this sense, it is possible

to initialize more processes simultaneously and reduce the computational

cost. The effectiveness of an MPI code is evaluated in terms of time gain,

quantitatively by the term scaling factor, defined as:

SF =

✓

tref
tN

◆

size

(3.1)

SF represents the ratio of the time spent completing a job with a certain

number of processors taken as reference tref and the time spent completing

that same job using N times the reference processors, keeping the size of the

problem fixed. In principle, since tN = N · tref , the scaling factor should

42
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be a straight line as the number of processors increases. In reality, however,

increasing the number of processors, reduces the computing time required for

the single processor, thus reducing the time of analysis, but increases the

number of information that processors must communicate with each other.

Communication latency overrides the effectiveness of calculation, making this

kind of approach less effective.

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of scaling factor for compiling a code in which mul-
tiple processors are involved. As the number of processors increases, the theoretical trend
deviates from the ideal one.

3.2 CaNS-modified

The simulations for the following manuscript employed the software CaNS-

modified developed by F. Dalla Barba. The structure of the code remains the

same as the original CaNS, but the difference lies in the possibility of using

different numerical methods to solve the equations and the implementation of

the equations of peridynamics, both in the bond-based and state-based cases,

to solve the interaction of the solid phase with the fluid flow. In relation to

time integration, as described in the previous chapter, an explicit Runge-Kutta

method of order three is used. Explicit methods are more suitable for parallel

computing, being less computationally expensive and effective, although im-

plicit methods are known to be more stable than the latter. The use of an

explicit scheme, in addition to improving the stability and accuracy of the re-

sults in this case, also represents a limit to the density ratio between solid and

fluid (⇢s/⇢f ) which ensures convergence, which is complicated when the ratio

between the two densities tends to the unit value. A condition of this type

is not common within problems of this type, where generally the solid has a

magnitude density several orders higher than that of the fluid. For spatial in-
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tegration, however, the procedure present in the basic version of the program

is maintained, that is, a pressure-correction algorithm with finite difference

framework of order two. The calculation domain has size Lx⇥Ly ⇥Lz respec-

tively along the x,y and, z directions, and it is discretized using a structured

and staggered Eulerian grid (fixed) equispaced along all directions, with grid

size ∆f = ∆x = ∆y = ∆z, which coincides with the distance between the

material particles ( ∆s = ∆f ) of the peridynamic theory. The procedure, as

discussed in paragraph 2.5.3, is based on a sub-step division of the solid solver

that computes position and velocity from the instant tn to tn+1, using a time

step ∆ts = R∆tf where R  1, R 2 R. The time-step used is crucial in

ensuring the method’s stability and effectiveness. In order to maintain smooth

phase resolution stability, the limit valuable time step must be in the order

of ∆tf / ∆f/Uf , where Uf is the fluid bulk velocity, while the stability of

the solid solver is ∆ts / ∆s/Us, and Us =
p

E/⇢s. Generally, Us � Uf , the

stability of the solid solver is defined in a smaller range than that of the fluid.

To satisfy the stability of the whole method, the R factor is used, defined as

R = ∆f/∆s � Uf/Us. The characteristic time scale of the solid is lower than

that of the fluid, so the number of iterations required by the peridynamic time

solver is higher and increase with R.

3.3 The initial simulation data

The calculation domain comprises both the fluid phase and the fibers of the

material (solid phase) that are immersed in it. The two domains have distinct

characteristics that are outlined below:

• Fluid domain

– Domain size Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz = 1.0⇥ 0.5⇥ 1.0 ;

– Laminar flow conditions at full speed;

– A staggered structured grid of Eulerian type with 256⇥ 128⇥ 256

nodes;

– Boundary condition

∗ Periodic condition for x = x0 and x = Lx;

∗ Periodic condition for y = y0 and y = Ly;

∗ Wall condition for z = z0;

∗ Slip-free condition for z = Lz;
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– no-slip and no-penetration conditions at the border of the two

phases, imposed as Dirichlet and Neumann conditions.

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the solid domain. According to the figure, there
is a laminar fluid, which implies there is no vortex.

• Solid domain

– Consisting of a block of fibers of size Lx⇥Ly⇥Lz = 9.89166667−1⇥
4.89166667−11⇥ 2.50000000−1;

– Number of peridynamic particles 122868;

– Dimensions of the grid type Eulerian 240⇥ 240⇥ 60.

Figure 3.3: Representation of the solid domain within the fluid medium
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The solid phase was obtained by X-ray tomography. The University of Illinois

Urbana-Champaign provided detailed geometry of the fibers that constitute

the ablative porous material. The peridynamic material is achieved by

intertwining sections with a top view and executing a code in Matlab. The

solid sections are represented by the images below.

Figure 3.4: Representation of three sections of the solid obtained by X-ray
tomography and used by the Matlab code to obtain the peridynamic solid.

Each pixel of the image is represented by a full space (white) that constitutes

a piece of fiber, and a black space that constitutes the void. The Matlab

script replaces white spaces with a peridynamic particle of radius 4.16 · 10−3

(non-dimensional). The solid phase obtained using the Matlab code is

depicted in figure 3.5. However, due to the significant computational cost

of the entire simulation material, it was chosen to study and simulate the

performance of a minor part.

Figure 3.5: Representation of the entire solid domain obtained by the Matlab code

Due to the difficulty of the problem, it is crucial to establish parameters

that lead to test convergence, such as numerical stability, density ratio, and

material properties. For this type of simulation, it is essential to remember
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that temporal discretization is accomplished using explicit Runge-Kutta

methods while spatial discretization is done using the pressure-correction

method. The numerical convergence of certain PDEs is computed using the

reference parameter Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL). In order to maintain

stability, the CFL value must be lower than the CFLmax, which ensures the

minimum ∆t required for the method to remain stable. In fact, the CFLmax

is related to the heaviest eigenvalue which is always the most critical to

stability. This parameter has a non-dimensional value and is peculiar to any

method of integration.

CFL =
u ·∆t

∆x
< CFLmax (3.2)

The time step ∆t must be small enough to be able to describe the phenomenon

and the computational cost of the operations increases if the latter is exces-

sively reduced. The second parameter that should be examined for solving the

problem is the density ratio, as indicated in the previous section. The code

becomes unstable when the density ratio between solid and fluid approaches

its unit value. For this reason and in order to best represent the porous solid,

an elevated density ratio has been chosen. The final step in treating the prob-

lem is to examine the properties of the material, especially its critical release

of fracture energy rate. According to the above description, the values of the

parameters chosen for the simulation are:

• CFL fluid resolver: The value is set to 1 for the initialization stage, in

order to maintain the fibers rigid and fixed within the domain. After

initializing the simulation, its value is reduced to 0.9;

• CFL solid resolver (fibers): The value is 0.1 throughout the entire simu-

lation process;

• Reference velocity scale: Ũ = 1.5m/s;

• Reference length scale: L̃ = 0.1m;

• Reference density scale: ⇢̃ = 1kg/m3;

• Reference number for Reynold: 500.0, defined by the referred quantities

specified above.
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Below are listed the specific parameters for the material:

• Young’s modulus : E/(⇢̃ · Ũ2) = 105;

• Poisson’s modulus : ⌫s = 0.25;

• Density : ⇢/⇢̃ = 800;

• Critical fracture energy release rate : G/(⇢̃L̃Ũ2) = 9 · 10−4.

Many parameters, including material properties such as those mentioned

above, were not dimensioned during the simulation. The non-dimensional

approach can be useful in determining which parameters are independent

and relevant, and which are negligible. In particular, the value of the critical

fracture energy release rate has been determined based on preliminary

analysis to ensure bonds break at a rate below 0.003%. The number of

iterations performed is 70000. To accelerate the flow, the fibers of the solid

are considered fixed and rigid in the first 23000 iterations. Later on, the solid

can move and deform within the domain, allowing for activation of the break

in the following 33200 iterations.

3.4 Analysis of the results

The simulation results allow for qualitative evaluation of the behavior of

ablative material, particularly since this is a preliminary and developing study.

The analysis after post-processing will focus on evaluating the qualitative

extent of damage and breakage caused to solid fibers by iteration with the

fluid phase. The analysis concerns on fiber displacement, stress, and fiber

bond stretching level. The activation of the break of the solid occurs once

the fluid has reached its regime state, as previously mentioned. Focusing on

the displacement level, the following figures (figure 3.6) show different stages

of the simulation performed. In order to better understand the state of the

solid phase, the displacement is scaled to 0.50. The beginning and end of

the simulation are represented by the first and last figure, respectively. It is

important to note that the boundary conditions for the x axis are periodic,

which means that everything coming out of the x = Lx side falls into x = x0.

Upon analysis of the figures, it can be observed that the fibers that encounter

the fluid first have the greatest displacement. In addition, only fibers that are

not closely related to the surface located on the xy plane are moved. In fact,

a wall boundary condition has been set on this surface, that is, a ”non-slip”

condition which assumes the speed at the wall is 0 no matter what roughness
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Figure 3.6: Representation of the solid displacemnent in five different stages
of the simulation.

value of the wall is applied, as shown in the figure 3.7. As the temporal step

progresses, the move increases until it reaches a maximum displacement of

5 · 10−1 (non-dimentional). The smaller pieces of solids, that are detached

first, are transported by the fluid until they reach a height of half the fluid

domain. However, the larger piece remains in the lower area but it is still

transported.

The investigation of displacement was followed by an analysis of the stretching

of bonds between the material particles of the peridynamic solid in relation

to the rate of fracture energy released per unit of area. By conducting stress

and stretch analyses afterward, the orders of magnitude can be compared

between fibers that experience fracture and fibers that do not experience it.

It is worth remembering that in fracture mechanics, the rate of energy release

(G) is the rate at which energy is transformed when a material undergoes a

fracture. In mathematical terms, the rate of energy release is expressed as the

decrease in total potential energy by enhancing the fracture surface, and thus

is expressed in terms of energy per unit area. In this case, critical fracture

energy release rate per unit area is G0 = 9 · 10−4. The value was obtained
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Figure 3.7: Image taken from paraview representing solid displacement and
solid phase velocity.

using equation (2.31), in the three-dimensional case, employing a stretch

bond limit, s0 = 0.003. The so value was chosen to have a low bond breaking

probability for improved material behavior analysis. The post-processor

analysis was executed on 1000 values. Specifically, the analysis took into

account a stretching range from smin = 0 to smax = 3 · 10−2, in order to better

evaluate and analyze the amount of broken bonds.

Figure 3.8: Graph related to the stretch obtained with the post-processor. The
x-axis shows the strength values used, and the y-axis exhibits the probability
distribution that corresponds to them.

The analysis consisted of two different ranges of iterations, first from 23000 to
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30000, before the solid fracture was activated. The second step involves the

activation of the fracture of the solid from iteration 50000 to iteration 70000.

The examination conducted provides an estimate of break events following

the activation of the solid fracture, which should be considered a qualitative

analysis of the phenomenon taken into account. The graph 3.8 illustrates

the results obtained, with the stretch values shown on the x-axis and the

probability distribution displayed on the y-axis. As predicted, the graph

shows that the probability of the event decreases as the stretch increases.

In the graph, the blue line shows the values before the activation of solid

fracture, and the orange line shows the values after the activation. The black

line in the graph represents the assumed value of the stretch limit. According

to the blue line, the stretches before activation of the fracture solid reach a

higher value than the stretch limit, but with a lower probability than larger

stretch values. As might be expected, the orange line still shows that the

probability of events decreases as the stretching value increases. In this case,

however, the probability of having a stretching greater than the limit value is

zero, this is in agreement with the fact that the break of the solid has been

activated. The bonds that exceeded the limit value have been broken and

therefore they cannot be identified, as evidenced by the amplification in figure

3.9.

Figure 3.9: Magnification of the previous graph. Note that the values of the
orange line do not exceed the stretching limit

After studying the stretches, tests were performed to analyze the stresses that

were affecting the solid. Two trials were carried out with two distinct stress
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ranges, resulting in the completion of the same iteration intervals employed

for stretching. Post-processor stress was calculated using Von Mises’ theory.

The von Mises performance criterion is formulated in terms of von Mises

stress or equivalent tensile strength. And von Mises failure criterion theory

states that failure in any material occurs when the shear strain energy per

unit volume stored in that material due to any loading exceeds the shear

strain energy per unit volume stored in that material in the one-dimensional

loading test (universal tensile test in the case of mild steel). Most of the

ductile material failures can be predicted using von Mises criteria. Von Mises

stress is calculated using the formula below:

�v =

s

1

2



(�1 � �2)2 + (�2 � �3)2 + (�3 � �1)2 + 6 · (�2
23 � �2

31 � �2
12)

�

(3.3)

An estimate of the breaking tenion is also defined, obtained by the product

between the limit bond stretch and the Young module (dimensional):

�∗

critical = s0 · E = 133 [
N

m2
] (3.4)

The graphs below show the pattern of stress acting on the material before and

after the fracture in relation to the critical stress calculated by equation (3.4).

Figure 3.10: Magnification of the previous graph. Note that the values of the
orange line do not exceed the stretching limit
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Figure 3.11: Magnification of the previous graph. Note that the values of the
orange line do not exceed the stretching limit

The trend for 100 values is depicted in both images. Figure 3.10 is measured

over a stress range of 0 to 200, and figure 3.11 covers a wider stress range of

0 to 1000. The stresses are represented by the x-axis and the probabilities are

represented by the y-axis. As in the previous case, the blue line shows the re-

sults obtained before the activation of the fracture, while the orange line shows

the trend after the activation of the latter. The black vertical line indicates the

calculated critical stress. Based on these two graphs, it can be concluded that

the stress on the material decreases after the fracture is activated. In terms of

quality, it is what was expected. Activation causes the bonds between particles

in the peridynamic solid to break, resulting in a decrease in the tension acting

on the material. The bonds reach their deformation and their intrinsic energy

limit, which leads to their break. It can also be noted that there is a low prob-

ability of events exceeding critical stress. The bonds can reach the limit stress

prior to activation, and as per figure 3.9 of the stretch, they have the potential

to deform beyond the maximum stretching, but with a low probability. The

deformation energy did not account for in this case. In the second scenario,

when considering the activation of the energy fracture release rate, the figures

3.1 and 3.12 demonstrate that external forces can cause greater stress than of

the material limit stress, with a very small probability of 10−7, but the bonds

are fully broken. It can therefore be concluded that the material behaves,

qualitatively, as expected. Bonds that accumulate more energy than they can
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sustain, due to the action of fluid external forces, break. As a result, there is

a decrease in tension.



CHAPTER 4

Conclusion and future developments

Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) is a very complex phenomenon and its study

in the most varied fields of engineering is still a challenge. In this thesis, the

preliminary study of the breakup of a fibrous ablative porous solid in a laminar

flow is presented. The analysis was performed by using the code developed by

F. Dalla Barba, which is based on the open-source software CaNS of P.Costa

and allows for DNS to be performed. The software discretizes the Navier-

Stokes equations in an incompressible form and implements peridynamic the-

ory to represent solid materials. The important benefit of this theory is that it

provides an intrinsic representation of fracture and crack propagation, without

the need to incorporate additional models in the computational code. All the

analyses were carried out in non-dimensional form to study the phenomenon

of fracture. After determining the proper parameters and carrying out a sim-

ulation in which the solid fibers composing the solid medium were broken, the

analysis focused on determining the probability distribution of stretches and

stresses. In this simulation, the stress on the fibers was calculated according

to Von Mises’s theory. The values obtained were compared between the fibers

in which the fracture phenomenon occurs and then with fibers in which the

fracture does not occur, to compare the orders of magnitude of the respective

stresses (in non-dimensional form) between them. After achieving this goal,

more implementation cycles could be considered as possible solutions for the

future development of this study. The solid is not completely broken. Analyz-

ing the stretches and stresses on the individual fibers can allow for the study

of the material’s cycles and fatigue life.
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